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Fresh Refrigeration
KTM-25RS2 Top Mount

Upright Two Door 480L Fridge

$3,197.23 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

The Fresh Refrigeration KTM-25RS2 Top Mount Upright Two Door 480L Fridge is the epitome of modern refrigeration
excellence. Equipped with a state-of-the-art digital temperature control and monitoring system, it ensures precision in
maintaining the perfect storage environment for your goods. The hot gas condensate system and automatic evaporation and
defrost system make it an efficient and hassle-free choice for any commercial kitchen. Its robust and durable cabinet finish
features stainless steel on the top, front, sides, and doors, while the galvanized steel back and bottom enhance its structural
integrity. The modern one-piece grill and PE-coated sturdy wire shelves not only offer a sleek appearance but also provide
practicality and ease of cleaning. With a temperature range of 32°C and 41°C (0°C and 5°C), this refrigerator ensures optimal
freshness. Its user-friendly design includes auto-closing doors with stoppers, easy-grip handles, and a magnetic door gasket for
effortless access and maintenance. Moreover, the inclusion of a door sensor with a magnetic switch and door locks adds an
extra layer of security, making it a top choice for commercial refrigeration needs.
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Description

The Fresh Refrigeration KTM-25RS2 is a top-of-the-line, high-capacity fridge that boasts a multitude of features designed to
meet your commercial refrigeration needs. With a spacious 480L capacity and a two-door design, this upright refrigerator is
perfect for businesses that require ample storage space for perishable goods. Its sleek and modern stainless steel finish on the
top, front, sides, and doors not only adds a touch of elegance to your workspace but also ensures its durability, making it
resistant to wear and tear.

Equipped with advanced technology, the KTM-25RS2 offers precise temperature control and monitoring through its digital
system. It maintains a consistently low temperature range of 32°C and 41°C (0°C and 5°C), ensuring your products stay fresh
and safe. The fridge also features an automatic evaporation and defrost system, eliminating the need for manual maintenance.
Additionally, the auto-closing doors with sturdy handles and magnetic door gaskets make it user-friendly and efficient,
providing convenience in everyday operations.

The durability of this refrigerator extends beyond its exterior, with a galvanized steel finish on the back and bottom, along with
PE-coated sturdy wire shelves that can withstand the rigors of a commercial kitchen. The hot gas condensate system further
enhances its efficiency, while the door pressure release device and door locks ensure the safety and security of your valuable
inventory. Whether you run a restaurant, catering service, or any food-related business, the Fresh Refrigeration KTM-25RS2 is
the ideal choice for reliable, high-performance refrigeration.

Key Features:

Digital temperature control & monitor for precision.
Hot gas condensate system for enhanced efficiency.
Automatic evaporation & defrost system for hassle-free maintenance.
Stainless steel finished top, front, sides, and doors for durability and aesthetics.
Galvanized steel finished back and bottom for added strength.
PE coated sturdy wire shelves for organizational convenience.
Refrigerator holds product temperature 32°C and 41°C (0°C and 5°C).
Auto-closing doors with stopper for ease of use.
Magnetic door gasket for easy cleaning or replacement.
Door sensor with magnetic switch and door locks for security (Standard).

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Korea

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Fresh Refrigeration

Model KTM-25RS2

Warranty 2 Year Parts and Labour

Temperature Operating Range C 0°C ~ 5°C

GEMS & MEPS Approved Yes

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Refrigerant R-134a

External Dimensions (mm) 653 mm (W) x 801 mm (D) x 1934 mm (H)

Capacity/Volume Volume: 480 Liters

Other Details Voltage_(V/Hz/Ř): 220~230/50,60/1 HP: 3/8

Leg / Caster information 4" Heavy Duty Casters with Brakes Standard

Power Information Power Supply = 3.2 Amps
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Power Usage 380W

Door Information Door hinged = RH

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Get the Fresh Refrigeration KTM-25RS2, a 480L Top Mount Upright
Two-Door Fridge, at the most competitive price. Purchase the
Fresh Refrigeration KTM-25RS2 or any other commercial Top
Mount Upright fridge with nationwide delivery across Australia.

Notes

For WA customers there will be an extra surcharge of $880.00 +
GST per cabinet for delivery over and above the standard freight
cost over the online freight matrix your invoice will be adjusted by
our team.

Product Options - Left hinged model available : door reverse (23R/23F) - Free HCFC
& HFC refrigerant model (R-290)

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $5,035.00
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